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Obituary for Professor Karnil Aln~aglk 

Yann B.ugea,ud 

The mathematical ccbntribution of Professor Kamil Alniaqik concern 
rnainly Diophantine approximation, in particular the study of the clas- 
sification of real numbers introduced in 1932 by Kurt Mahler. For any 
real number [ and any positive integer 12, denote by w,,(t) the supre- 
mum of the real numbers w such that the equation 0 < (P([)I < H(P)-W 
has infinitely inany soli~tions in integer polynomials P(X) of degree at 
most n, where H(P)  deliotes the maximum of the absolute values of 
the coefficients of P(.Y). Mahler classified the transcendental numbers [ 
into three classes, according to the behaviour of the (sequence (w,([)),~~. 
For instance, the U-numl~ers are precisely the real nunlbers [ for which 
w,(E) = +oo from some integer n onwards. This set is very small, in 
the sense that it has Lebesgue measure zero and even Hausdorff dimen- 
sion zero. A celebrated example of a U-number is given by the series 

In many papers, Professor Kamil A.lniaqik studied the set of U- 
numbers and its subsets introduced by LeVeque in 1953, who called 
Urn-number any real number [ for which ur,(J) is infinite, but w,(J) 
its finite for n = 1, .  . . , In -- 1. Obviously, the set of U-numbers is exactly 
the disjoint union of the sets of Urn-nun~bers. Professor Kamil Alniaqlt 
[I, 2, 3, 8, 91 refined the work of LeVeque and introduced the new notions 
of semi-sbrong and irregular semi-strong &-numbers. Furthermore, he 
gave new explicit exarnlslles of U,,-numbers and he established [I, 61 the 
p-adic analogues of his results. 

In 1959, Erdas showed that any real number can be written as a 
sum of two Ul-numbers. Thanlts to a very intricate construction, Pro- 
fessor Kamil Alnlaqlk [5] was able to show that any real number (except 
Ul-numbers) can be written as a sum of two U2-numbers, a result re- 
established a few yeairs later by Pollington, but with a different proof. I 
particularly lilte the very ~ h o r t  note [lo], where an elegant four-lines proof 
of Erctas' result (actually, of a more general result) is given. I should also 
mention t,he two works 14, "1 on T-numbers, but they unfortunately con- 



ta,in some gaps. 
Recently, Professor Ka.mil Aln~ac;ik [ll, 131 investigated a problem 

posed by Mahler, who asl5:ed which analytic functions f have the prop- 
erty that if J: is any UI-~iumber, then so is f ([). He kindly sent me his 
manuscript [I31 a few months ago. 

l3urin.g the writing of our joint work [3.2], 1 exchanged many e-mails 
with Professor Ka.mil Alnliiqilr and I enjoyed very muc,li our collaboration. 
This is with very much sa,dness that I learnt his death. E deeply regret 
that I never met him. 
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